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Creative Mobile Interiors Creates a Sprinter with a Cause

(Grove City, Ohio) Creative Mobile Interiors worked hand-in-hand with a Kentucky
couple to develop a one-of-a-kind ministry for children. The couple’s long-time dream came true
in the form of a Freightliner 170" Extended Sprinter. This mobile organization, called Curbside
Ministries, will travel around to communities "sharing love, sharing truth" and "bringing it straight
to you." The plan is to take their cause on the road and out to people, entertaining them in the
process. Their once-plain cargo Sprinter was turned into a highly interactive activity center on
wheels.
This project redefines ‘ten pounds of fun in a 5 pound bag.' The empty cargo van quickly
turned from an everyday vehicle into a rolling funhouse that differs from everything else on the
road. Set off visually with an abundance of lime green and purple hues, this vehicle is eyecatching in from every angle. The exterior features a full graphics wrap for style, an electric
awning for shade, and a 40" LCD TV that plays through the side window. This weatherproof TV
is hooked to an XBOX Kinnect that will enable children to play video games outside. The XBOX
Kinnect was chosen to encourage movement and physical activity - considering the system
uses your body (and movements) as its controller. Kids will also be able to play corn-hole and
other games outside while listening to the custom PA system and outdoor stereo.
The interior of this Sprinter conversion is just as fun as the outside. It features an
efficient and functional design necessary for the amount of traveling activities and supplies it
contains. Vibrant colors and logos add a pop of excitement everywhere you look. The front of
the vehicle features two eccentric captain's chairs and a purple micro-suede fold-up bench seat
for three passengers. This arrangement enables Curbside Ministries to travel around with the
necessary help required for their busy program. Above the driver’s area is a custom storage
compartment with a flip down TV that gives the volunteers some entertainment while heading
down the road. Behind the collapsible (for large item storage purposes) purple bench seat is a

bathroom that makes long trips a breeze for volunteers. It also provides a pit-stop for the
children at events.
Moving towards the rear, the ministry-on-wheels only gets more functional. A passenger
side galley contains a refrigerator, sink, microwave, and plenty of storage and prep-space. Like
the rest of the Sprinter, this area features exciting colors like gloss black, lime green, chrome
and purple. Beyond the galley is a custom cabinet built specifically to hold sporting equipment
and games desired by the customer. The cabinet size was dictated by the corn-hole boards
that are used as a lid to the large storage cubbies. Below this unique lid are storage spaces for
sports equipment, folding tables, collapsible camp chairs, speaker stands, and more. This area
is conveniently accessible from both the inside and outside of the vehicle for easy set-up and
tear-down.
Across the aisle from the galley, and behind the bathroom, is a large storage unit with a
small counter that provides extra prep-space. This full-height custom cabinet maximizes
storage without impeding on valuable aisle space. Sitting behind the green and purple doors of
this cabinet are enough games and art supplies to keep an army of kids happy for a very long
time. Beyond that is a large ice cream freezer that will keep the kids happy for even longer. In
conjunction with the freezer, the rear of the vehicle was designed to function like an ice-cream
truck with a counter and concession window just inside the rear doors. Kids can read the menu
off of the giant whiteboard door, and order the sugary treat they desire for no cost.
The atmosphere around this one-of-a-kind Sprinter, and the organization it serves, is
pure fun. Traveling from town to town, this Kentucky couple and their van will entertain kids
while spreading their message. Events and stops throughout the country will ensure that
Curbside Ministries covers a lot of ground as they work to teach interested children about their
gospel. If you would like to learn more about Curbside Ministries and their unique means of
transportation, check out their website – CurbsideMinistries.com
CMI is in its eleventh year of business and is headquartered at 6237 Seeds Road in Grove
City, Ohio - a suburb of Columbus. The company specializes in converting motor coaches, Sprinter
vans, buses, trailers and mini-coaches into luxury, commercial and specialty vehicles outfitted with
custom, top-of-the-line features and amenities. CMI can be reached at (614) 539-4600 or at
www.CreativeMobileInteriors.com and on Facebook.

